Catchment Conversations
Hundalee Mill, Jedburgh 10.30 am – 3.30 pm, Thursday February 6th
Catchment Conversations was a gathering of people with diﬀerent interests and connections
to the Tweed Catchment. We shared views about the Tweed Rivers and discussed how we
would like to imagine the future of the Catchment. The event took place in the inspiring
studio at Hundalee Mill, the workplace for furniture maker Thomas Hawson on the Jed Water.

Conversants: Hugh Chalmers (Leader Water), Tweed Forum Collaborative Action Coordinator,
facilitator of ecological restoration, canoeist, dinghy sailor, cyclist, trout guddler, wild swimmer and
lover of deep pools with waterfalls - Douglas Dobie (Whiteadder) Fish farmer, Chair of RTC/Tweed
Foundation - Kate Foster (Todrigburn) environmental artist, walker, organic gardener, wild swimmer,
birder - David Growden (Borthwick Water) Selkirk Canoe Club coach and committee member, Scout
Leader, Hawick, Borders District - Thomas Hawson (Jed Water) Furniture designer maker, artist, father,
sailor, gardener - Jules Horne (Kale Water) Working the Tweed, Creative Arts Business Network, writer,
teacher, businesswoman, cyclist, occasional rower - Susan Kevan (Gala Water) SBC Ranger, Borders
Abbeys Way, walker, parent, columnist - Iain Laidlaw (Gala Water) Forestry Commission Scotland,
Grants, Regulations & Development Manager, Chartered Forester, father, cyclist, retired ﬁsherman who
enjoys collecting litter and messing about on the river. Supporter of Borders Forest Trust, Royal
Scottish Forestry Society, British Horse Loggers, Tweed Valley Forest Festival and Gala Waterways
Group - Scott McColm groundworks specialist - Andy Maybury (Teviot) Community Energy Scotland,
A Greener Hawick, Hawick Community Council, father, environmentalist, cyclist, occasional sailor &
canoeist - Pip Tabor Southern Upland Partnership - Claire Pencak (Cogsmill Burn) WTT, Director
Tabula Rasa, freelance choreographer, dancer, teacher, CABN Advocate - James Wyness (Jed Water)
composer and sound artist - Martha Andrews (Tweed) Curator Paxton House, Tweed Commissioner Paxton, Salmon Netting
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Morning Session
Everyone was asked to supply two photographs that illustrated something they observed
was working well on the rivers and what they thought needed improving on the rivers.
Each person also brought along an object or artefact that illustrated their particular
connection to and interest in the river.
The morning session was an opportunity to share all of these thoughts, from which emerged
the three themes for the afternoon discussion.

Objects

Mug of water

Field sketch book and book on eco art
Paddle

Shuttle for fishing nets

Salmon Nation (Book)
Land drains
Sticks chewed by beavers

Flotation aid
Fishing rod
Bottle of water

Secateurs and a walkers’ marker sign

Set of headphones
Elm bowl
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Favourite things about the Tweed Rivers
The constant presence and delight of ﬂowing water
Seeing the Salmon making it back upstream at Philiphaugh
Looking at the river daily when crossing new Waverley Bridge, Hawick
Bishop’s Pool
Return of the Salmon to the Whiteadder
Hazels and Willows
A waterfall running into a dark pool with ﬁsh at the bottom
The eﬀorts being made to keep the balance between a river as a working resource and that
people can enjoy
Time to sit by the burn
Watching Otters
The sound of Kingﬁshers
The freedom of getting onto the water at Jedburgh and being able to travel down to the sea.
Swimming in the Ettrick at Selkirk
That it is available to everyone to use
The sound of a Border burn
The changing seasons on the river
The 11,000 years of history and traditions of the river
The diﬀerent dialects and languages of the Tweed
Swimming in the loch when the Damselﬂies are rising
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Things working well - photos chosen by:
Claire, Hugh, Jules, Kate, Martha, Pip, Scott , Susan,
Tom (anti-clockwise from top left)
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What needs improvement on the Tweed Rivers
Greater encouragement for hydro-power projects, especially for community groups, as
there are currently a lot of obstacles to overcome if wanting to do a hydro project.
Greater role of trees in improving habitats.
Better and improved planning of towns around the rivers, for example in Galashiels.
Planning that takes the river into account to enhance new development. For example
Tesco’s in Gala has its back to the river.
The restoration and more imaginative use of spaces along the river - e.g. ﬁshing shiels
which could act as interpretation centres, meeting places, venues for talks, small exhibitions
of work, small scale museum/archive spaces.
Restoration of Chain Bridge up from Paxton
Reduction of rubbish and litter in the water and around the river banks
More education around littering in the rivers e.g. hazard to canoes
More opportunities for people to be involved on the rivers as a strategy to discourage
littering and to promote and encourage greater stewardship
Greater access for everyone to the rivers so that families can appreciate them locally
without leaving a footprint
More planting of single trees in ﬁelds and more assistance to landowners to allow
them to replace and restore trees.
More schemes like the tree boxes in the open in the Yarrow.
Rivers running through ﬁelds
Bank side fencing that is further back
Catchment wide intelligent farming/land use.
More ecological restoration with a mix of farmed and well protected areas.
More trees to create food for ﬁsh so that there are more fry up in the headwaters.
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Improved relationship between diﬀerent recreational groups to increase and improve
access to the rivers for canoeists
Issues around ﬂooding in Jedburgh particularly the combination of fast rising water and slow
response by services to ﬂoods.
Connecting diﬀerent behaviours – ﬂooding and cars
Increased right of way for walkers along the river bank, as riverbank gardens and caravan
parks are colonising river banks and reducing access for walkers.
Increased run-oﬀ after clear-felling in the uplands, causing soil erosion. Also can aﬀect private
water supplies.

Object: Contemporary land drain (courtesy of Scott McColm)
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Things needing improved - photos chosen by:
Claire, Hugh, James, Jules, Kate, Martha, Pip, Susan, Scott,
Tom (anti-clockwise from top left)
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Afternoon Session
The group was divided into three smaller discussion groups and asked to consider three
diﬀerent topics and to come up with actions towards the following:• creating a healthier ecosystem in the catchment (1)
• improving renewables in the catchment (2)
• better human appreciation of the river catchment (3)
These discussions have been brought together below.

1. Action towards creating a healthier ecosystem
Statement: The riparian strip needs to be conceived as a system, a whole.
A question: is it always desirable to have access?
• Protection of, for example, ground-nesting birds requires restricted access
• More surveying of what is there is needed, building up biological records
• More landowners need to be more actively involved.
• This requires generating peer pressure for environmental responsibility, eg for ﬂood and
erosion management
• Incentives for environmental responsibility also important
Statement: For a healthier ecosystem, it does not actually matter who owns the land, what is
important is continual and sustained stewardship.

Object: Historical land drain (courtesy of Scott McColm)
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Statement: Landowners want quick run-oﬀ of water - regardless of where it goes. Open ﬁeld
drains carry more silt. An incredible amount of silt runs oﬀ. This leads to eutrophication. There
must be a better method!
• general awareness of the issue of run-oﬀ
• proactively managing the pace of run-oﬀ into catchment through farmland and woodland
• upland ponds and lochs
• enforcing restrictions on felling of trees in protected riverbanks that happen to be caravan
parks or gardens. The riverbank zone is an SSSI.
• new regulations are being slowly put into practice, eg in forestry, new regulations of
planting mean that one water course cannot ﬂow into the next but must ﬂow into grassland
for 10m into next drain (trapping silt)
• stop ﬁeld drain pipes going straight onto a (‘pickled’) road which ﬂoods
Question: How is a healthy ecosystem measured and articulated?
• Look for clear water and ﬁsh rising as a symbol of a healthy river
Statement: Changes in land management and forestry practice are signiﬁcant, and especially
when forestry is contracted out. This depends on individual interpretation. Diﬀuse pollution
and run-oﬀ are issues.
• more diversity in planting
• integrated catchment management
• You can protect riverbanks through fencing - or graze overall less. There are now better rules
about this.
• Follow the existing Rules! Monitoring and Enforcement. Prosecution changes actions.
Statement: Your position on the river inﬂuences your experience. Eg gravel on a silage ﬁeld
after a ﬂood causes a lot of problems.
• ecosystem service approach
• woodland carbon code is the only ecosystem service approach in existence - this is
important for peatland restoration
Statement: Headwater are ‘knackered’ - bank collapse, shallow braided rivers, with low
summer ﬂows and drought stress leading to less O2 in summer. Streams in the Ettrick and
Yarrow dry up.
• Beavers - of course they would need managed like everything else. Somewhere like the
Ettrick Marshes, they would coppice and dam areas, no planning permission required! They
were once part of the natural system.
Question: How to engage general public - who cares and what inﬂuences you?
• engaging children via schools - transport cost an issue - community grants possible
• engaging people in ecology by publicising examples to follow, for example Borders Forest
Trust at Talla and Gameshope, Eddleston. Take people there!
Statement: Patterns of forestry: monoculture, spruce - often badly planted, in wrong place
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Over-grazing of pasture, pollution by animals , erosion of bankside causing widening, lack of
shade, overheating of water. (Meandering however is of course a natural process.)
• Attitude to wilderness - familiarity with what a ‘natural landscape’ might look like.
• Ambassadors of good practice
• Celebrate successes
• More camping
• Education
• Think long-term
• More re-stocking (of trees)
• Buﬀering the watercourse
• Phased forestry implemented
• New planting to have better drainage to reduce run-oﬀ
• Use contour ploughing, mounds for forestry
• Value wetland through ecosystem services approach (currently no cash reward)
• Look at an example of conversion of farmland to wetland out of private concern, an
individual action
• Monoculture needs to be understood as desertiﬁcation
Statement: Species loss is an issue - there need a top predator.
• Beavers could be re-introduced for good quality wetlands. They are good for ﬁsh. This would
be in the uplands, where most forestry happens.

Object: Stick chewed by beaver (courtesy of Hugh Chalmers)
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2. Actions Towards Improving Renewables in the Catchment
Much more public education is needed around the urgent need for other forms of energy as
it is still not being taken seriously
More publicity around success stories associated with renewables to demonstrate good
practice and possibilities
Wider communication of how renewables present an opportunity to transform the economy
of the Borders
Encourage making the most of being rural in terms of renewables.
More analysis of catchment potential in terms of hydro schemes, the KWH potential from the
river and the cost beneﬁt.
Make the tools for measuring catchment potential more available.
Make more use of the multi- purpose raw materials and resources that are already available in
the Borders, for example wool, compost, trees, rivers, ﬁsh
Promotion of a much broader understanding of the concept of renewables (i.e it is not just
wind and solar power)
Emphasise the importance of the rivers and that their renewable and constant beauty is an
asset that could be potentially ruined.
Much broader sharing of knowledge and access to information like The Laymans Hydro (EU
Document) to encourage more individual and community projects.
More information about community beneﬁt
Greater encouragement, support and funding for small – micro projects at a community level
Greater consistency of funding schemes to encourage renewables
Capitalise on Scotland’s research capacities through the universities to
develop for example a funded pilot project bringing together a landowner, a university, a
derelict mill and a community to develop a small hydro scheme
Research long term impact of hydro to habitats
Research into cooling the river for a heat pump and for the beneﬁt of ﬁsh
Restoration of former mills for hydro
More development of eco-tourism though the Borders
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Renewable sites (small and larger scale) could be developed as a potential visitor and
educational resource.
Work to increase the longevity of wind farms (beyond 25 years)
Greater peer pressure and plant legislation re: energy eﬃciency of new build houses
More information on carbon footprint of renewables
Bring a focus to water networks, for example much of Gala’s water network has become
disconnected and much is underground – this wasn’t always the case.
Encourage more walking
Look back to renewable practices that have worked in the past e.g. small hydros and
windmills on farms were a common practice
Promote a greater diversity of renewable sources on a small scale which are not all linked to
the grid to increase self–suﬃciency.
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WORD SPLURGE: RENEWABLES
Turbines * Small Scale * Suitable for location * Education * Land ownership * Moving the energy *
Opportunity * Floods/spates/droughts * Machinery * Flow Energy distribution * Fish migration *
Integrate with other land uses * Capital costs * Community ownership * Compensatory ﬂow *
Public engagement * Restrictions * Uplands * Micro * KWH potential * Catchment analysis * Ugly
dams * Consumerism *Trees * Wool * Gravity and water * Compost * The poets/artists landscape *
Beauty of landscape as a renewable resource * Engineering works * Constant supply * Re-use *
Wind * Fuel – wood –multi-purpose woods * Carbon sequestration * Habitat * NFM * landscape *
Recreation * Walk/canoe/swim - rather than car * Walking holidays *Walk for recreation * Walk for
exercise * Walk to be social * Solar panels * Passive solar design * Insulation * Fish ladder on a
water mill *Restore an old mill from an old lade eg Robert Smails – Innerleithen * Lades as another
ecosystem/ﬁsh issues * Galashiels lades and mills * Gala Waterways group * Big company
ownership of renewables * Look to previous historical use of river for energy * Renewable and river
sites as a potential education and visitors resource e.g. Megget Dam, hydro at Philiphaugh * Wind
farm * Impact of renewables – dam building, ﬁsh ladders * Carbon footprint of renewables
*Management of renewables * Accountability of renewables ( i.e public access) *Small scale grids *
Research into small scale rapid response hydro schemes * 500 year plan to reforest Borders/
Cheviot region with broadleaf * Eco-tourism development of leadership * Geo thermal *
Architectural initiatives and research (new builds)

Photo: Something Working Well, James Wyness
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3. Action towards a better human appreciation of the river
A list of issues discussed are followed by a set of actions.
Access:
Access is usually good but needs improvement.
Paths beside the river have lots of restrictions.
More cycle paths by the river needed.
Artiﬁcial bank reinforcement for anglers.
Transport costs can prevent people from accessing the river.
Activities around the river that engage people need wide appeal – families and older people
as well as children/education
Sensory walks, outdoor education, river appreciation.
Can’t appreciate the river without access.
‘Walk here’ signs. Paths on both sides so that young people can access and learn.
Implications for land ownership along the banks.
Obstacles to education/engagement:
Teachers are rarely outdoor education specialists and may lack conﬁdence/knowledge
There are few outdoor education specialists now
Health and safety regs can stop teachers/groups from taking kids to rivers
Even pond dipping is discouraged
Rivers are perceived as more dangerous than roads – lack of knowledge?
Lack of basic shelters – ﬁshing huts are private
Conﬂicting views. Should access everywhere be open to all? Are we lucky in Scotland
compared to England?
Education drives path improvement –eg Hawick>Hornshole 1514 walk for children has led to
path repairs
Positive access – ‘you may walk here’ signs
Diﬀerent scales of event need diﬀerent access handling
Amazing river system needs to be open to people
Visibility/awareness of the river needs to be better
Get paths known. Audio tours.
River health:
River perceived as dirty in some places
All towns put stuﬀ into the rivers
Sheep/cattle in the river – health hazard
Pollution hotspots from farms
Some SEPA canoeists won’t use certain parts of the river
River cleanup community action (eg Hawick) hampered by SNH/SEPA/Health&Safety regs (eg
can’t do it till June)
Have to do things at scale for realistic results
Septic tank outputs, sewage treatment and works outputs cause pollution
Community ownership
Business opportunities around the river:
Reservoirs and lochs – boats and ﬁshing
Tourism – walks
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Sport – canoes
Flood risk management:
Education needed on ﬂood risk management
Needs general education, not just specialist/farmers
Pressure on farmers comes from general perception spreading
Ecology and land use
Education:
Needs to happen at a young age. Need to grow up knowing what’s good.
Recreation, occupational, wildlife use of river need to be part of education
Hands-on activities more eﬀective.
Pride of towns not applied to river
Good practice: Springwood – farming awareness, forest schools, angling fair, Tweedstart
Tweedstart only open to select schools
Tweed Forum and Foundation mainly about ﬁsh and land, less about people
Schools projects catch people young, and educate their parents
Education needs to cover connectedness of life, litter, wildlife
Are people kept ignorant?
Encourage ownership/stakeholding
Litter:
The same piece of litter can be seen in Hawick and then travel all the way down to the sea and
beach
Idea that if you drop litter (or dog poo bag) into a bush or river it disappears oﬀ the face of the
planet
Rebellion of youth – if you say ‘pick it up’, it’s funny not to.
Management of public space to avoid litter
Management of litter disposal to prevent it going into river
Problem of displaced litter.
Litter – town pride but neglect! What’s going on?
Practical activities – tree planting, litter picking
Ownership/participation:
Rivers have emotional and cultural value.
People need a sense of ownership.
Participation in management can help people have a sense of ownership.
People who are inspired will have a sense of ownership.
Inspiration can come from artists and craftspeople.
The Norham boatbuilder could have an apprentice so that skills aren’t lost.
Allow people to be by, on, in the water.
Hands-on activities; get people experiencing the river. More memorable and engaging.
Tree planting, litter picking, get kids in the water.
You need permits to do canoeing. Shortage of adults who can do this.
Support parental-led activities.
Crisis of parents not being outdoor-oriented and conﬁdent in the outdoors.
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Risk aversion. Insurance, health, safety, time, money implications.
Hawick and Gala mill history means buildings are built with backs to river
Access to resources – how do you hire a canoe?
Ray Mears/Bear Grylls suggest popularity of outdoor experiences – stop watching, start
doing!
Education is about making aware/visible, ownership and stakeholding.
Harness pride through river stories. Show, don’t tell.
Eﬀorts need to be constant/repeated.

Object: Water Bottle (courtesy of Andy Maybury)

Leisure opportunities:
Canoe hire – currently no providers. Compare Wye River and Dordogne.
Bankside access needed.
Canoe trails, composting toilets. Compare Caledonian Canal.
Sundays are good for canoeists – no ﬁshing.
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Actions from the above
Encourage people to get on/in the river, experience it.
Develop parent and toddler outdoor groups to encourage parent conﬁdence.
Provide education for adults to run activities safely.
Create designated picnic areas with recreational wardens (compare Sweden)
Develop a canoe trail.
Create - Tweed Sundays!
Fund a Norham boat apprentice.
Build an online community around the Tweed – website.
Support individual and group activists.
Encourage the community to take photos of pollution events and pass to SEPA.
More public information on policing the river and where to pass on information
Make community clean up action easier – licences needed, plan at scale and coordinate with
SEPA
More education on ﬂood risk management – farmers to be more targeted, but not pressured
Prioritise access in the land use strategy
Develop positive access – signage inviting access
Support individual schools action – more outdoor education

Final Session: Presentations by Working the Tweed artists
Catchment Conversations were framed at the start and end of the day by short presentations
by the Working the Tweed artists.
In the morning Claire Pençak explained what had taken place in the Working the Tweed
project illustrated by a slide show of images documenting the project and gave a brief
overview of other art projects focused around rivers in Scotland, the USA and New Zealand.
At the end of the day each artist gave a short presentation that considered how art projects
and creative practice could contribute to shaping how we perceive the Catchment.
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Claire Pencak, Choreographer
Through the project Claire has been starting to consider how performance could bring a
diﬀerent perspective to the river and the forms it might take. She presented two contrasting
styles and scales of performance that engage with the river in diﬀerent ways.
Salmo Salar was an experimental river performance event created for the Tweed Valley Forest
Festival in collaboration with artist Alice Francis and Wooplaw Community Woodland. It
presented the masked and costume ﬁgure of a ﬁsh pulling a coracle of eggs up stream to
bring attention to and celebrate the return of the salmon. A scaled up version of this would
be a performed walk from mouth to source over several weeks with community events
devised around it to welcome the salmon at diﬀerent places along the river. It would make
visible the idea of the Salmon as a traveller, on an epic journey, going against the ﬂow, on a
mission to ensure the next generation. The journey would link the communities of the Tweed
from mouth to source in celebratory performances around the river. A project like this would
make a link to the Salmon Festival culture that exists on the Paciﬁc Salmon rivers of Canada
and North America. Salmo Salar brings a focus to what is happening within the river itself and
would highlight where there are obstacles to moving up the river, what parts of the river are
accessible and highlight diﬀerent forms of active river transport.

Image © Working the Tweed 2013
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In marked contrast the Riverside Listening event was an opportunity to consider what
happens when you place a single ﬁgure in a river-scape and ask them to respond to what is
observed – the interaction of branches, water and stone - how the ﬂow brings things into
contact with each other - materials caught against other materials. This approach to
performance making places us more modestly within the river habitat and we are observed
as only one of many species that make up the riparian habitat. It invites a diﬀerent kind of
looking and being in-relation-to, a more poetic expression of our relationship to river ways.

Image © Working the Tweed 2013
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James Wyness, composer and sound artist
James Wyness contributed to Working the Tweed as a sound artist working primarily with
recorded sound and the traditional music of the Tweed catchment, in particular the Border
Ballad tradition. An ongoing project will be to continue to investigate embedding traditional
music back into the environments from which it arose. For an example of the research carried
out during the project please visit:https://soundcloud.com/working-the-tweed/lament-of-the-border-widow

Image of Kirsty Law, singer © Working the Tweed 2013
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Kate Foster, environmental artist
Environmental art involves working experimentally with diﬀerent media, according to
context. This includes social context, and using social process. I see it as a mode of enquiry,
exploring received impressions to make new connections based on careful research. It was
great to learn from other creative practitioners on this project. My own practice is moving
towards ecoart, questioning practices in mainstream art, and taking ecological process into
account in designing work. Working the Tweed was not about producing individual work but
rather learning from others and devising routes of public engagement to create dialogue. I
will go through some of the images that I made for our project.
We decided we needed a logo. Hugh Chalmers of Tweed Forum played an important role in
the project, and his handwriting (captured in the ﬁeld) provided our logo image (as text).

The catchment map was well-used in public engagement (for example at agricultural fairs)
and was popular. I quickly drew this up as we could not get hold of a free version, and it
revealed that many people living in the Borders could locate themselves according to the
catchment, and it prompted conversations revealing a depth of knowledge.
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Working from specialist knowledge and research, I was interested in ecological indicators of
the health of the Tweed - Salmon, Otter, Lamprey, Water Crowfoot (see http://
workingthetweed.co.uk/2013/12/15/indicator-species/). The biography of Salmon migration
can be read in their ﬁsh-scales, as we were taught by the Tweed Foundation.

Given uncertainty about environmental futures, with the diminishing polar ice-cap, I included
lines of navigability past and projected in the Arctic sea alongside drawings of Salmon
migration paths and what diﬀerent patterns on the scales might mean.
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With Scott McColm’s help, I realised our catchment map omitted the parallel run-oﬀ allowed
by land drains. Once I started looking around, I noticed a lot of Diggers performing
Landscape Services. They are however rarely seen in landscape photographs, so a playful
image of a Cryptic Digger followed.

I will keep working on land use and develop themes from our project in collaboration with
social anthropologists and cultural geographers (see http://workingthetweed.co.uk/
2013/08/22/on-passing-through-places-so-far-stories-and-movement-improvisation/). My
aim is to ﬁnd ways to engage creatively with ecological issues in the river catchment.
The drawings shown above are copyright to Working the Tweed, produced by Kate Foster, 2013.
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Jules Horne, writer
We have been learning to see the river catchment in new ways, through the eyes of diﬀerent
people, species and interests. When interests clash, we need a holistic view of the river
ecosystem, to help us transcend the close-up, personal and specialist perspective and make
decisions based on our interdependence. This calls for a diﬀerent scale of seeing and thinking
– a leap of imagination and empathy which is a good ﬁt for the work of artists.
As a writer, I'm interested in the possibilities of new stories and metaphors for inspiring a
'we're all in this together' perspective in an emotionally engaging way. Metaphors represent
underlying mental landscapes that can inﬂuence public opinion, eg. the phrases 'global
warming' vs 'human cancer' invite people to think very diﬀerently about climate change. And
stories such as Walter Scott's have shaped our national identity! So words may seem ethereal,
but can work in surprisingly powerful ways.
An example of artists telling stories in new ways is the Morebattle Community interpretation
board, which I developed with illustrator Lindsay Grime. It combines the story of the 'lost'
Linton Loch with local legends, literature and history. It was commissioned by the community
council and researched in consultation with SNH and the SBC archaeologist. A poster is on
sale in the village shop and a bulk order has gone to Canada for a clan gathering – something
unlikely to happen with a standard interpretation panel.
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Meanwhile, the Tweed catchment map and conversations with river specialists have changed
my perception of the Borders as a place of interdependence, rather than disconnected towns,
with water as the ever-present through-thread, around us and in us. I didn't have this sense as
a child growing up this region, and would like to communicate it through young adult ﬁction
inspired by the people and places we have encountered. Storytelling skills can make these
exciting and hopefully be educational by stealth! I struggled to ﬁnd a frame for the diversity
of story, scale and subject until I learned about the Iapetus Ocean and came up with Iapetus
the water ghost, whose timeless essence is in and all around us. I'm exploring how he may act
as narrator for a collection of catchment stories.

I am the water ghost. I live in the streams and the sea, the burns and bogs, in the rain
and snow and sleet that hangs in the hills in these parts.
I live in every bead of dew, every morning.
I live in cuckoo spit and waterfalls.
I live in swirls, eddies, riffles and undertows.
I live in you.
Are you ready for that? Ready to know where you’ve come from, and why you’re here?
To feel the water ghost in your veins, your tears? To sink into the land and its mud and
be part of it?
Sit down and listen. Don’t look so worried. It’s not the end of the world.
It’s just the beginning.

Object: Wooden Paddle (courtesy of Thomas Hawson)
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Summary and Recommendation

What emerged from these Catchment Conversations was the potential for a community-led
forum for the Tweed Rivers which could represent the many interest groups and encourage
knowledge and information sharing. A commitment to sustainable use of the river, and
articulation of a Land Ethic, underlay the discussion.
Three broad themes appeared as priorities for action: i) creating a healthier ecosystem in the
catchment ii) improving renewables in the catchment and iii) better human appreciation of
the River Catchment.
There was a particular interest in improving stewardship of the river, ranging from tree
planting to littering. Access to the river and Access to knowledge and information was called
for. These could form the key concerns of a community-led forum.

A big thank you to everyone that attended the day - to Jenny for her homemade soup, bread and cakes,
and to our funders and supporters.

This pdf was compiled by the Working the Tweed team: Claire Pençak, Kate Foster, Jules Horne, James Wyness.
Further info: www.workingthetweed.co.uk
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Contact: info@workingthetweed.co.uk

